ASG701W Windy Panel Safety Barricade

products

aluminum rails
At only 15 pounds, the sturdy, yet lightweight
aluminum rails offers easy portability, and
folds together for easy storage.

text and graphics
Enhance your barricade with
standard or custom graphics,
text, or logos. Our in house
professional designers can help
you achieve exactly what you
want others to see on your
barricade.

D-shaped
locking pins
lock panel
straight or at
90 degrees

windy panel
Custom laser cut holes allow ample air
flow to pass through the panels,
maintaining barricade stability in
harsher weather conditions. Each
panel has exceptional strength and
tear resistance thanks to an internally
woven polyester 9 by 9 strand weave.

standard fastening system
Equipped with suction cups for
barricade stability. Opt for the Barricuda grips, and you will have a much
more effective and reliable way to
fasten your barricade.

Optional Features
BILINGUAL TEXT
Your choice of English
and French, or English
and Spanish text an any
panel.

PANEL CLAMPS
Added between panels
to allow locking at various
angles. Ensure a perfect
fit.

BARRI-CUDA GRIPS
Wide mouth and ratcheting
locking system allow
fastening almost anywhere.

Each barricade features a wide variety of boldly
displayed warning symbols and safety
messages to alert the public and protect
workers. Or add your own logo or graphics.
The 3/4" aluminum frame with non-marking
rubber feet, is lightweight for easy handling,
and tough for a long service life. 16-oz. high
visibility washable vinyl panels resist flame,
wear, spills, rot, mildew. Best of all, our
barricades require no tools to assemble. All
barricades come supplied with a two-way
locking pin system that locks panels at 180
degrees or 90 degrees to keep work zone fully
prote, and Large 3-1/4" dia. suction cups at
both ends keep barricade fastened to wall
jambs or to escalator ballustrade.
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